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Figure 18.1: Credit Cards 

Chapter 18 Personal Finances 

Learning Objectives 

• Develop strategies to avoid being burdened with debt. 

• Explain how to manage monthly income and expenses. 

• Define personal finances and financial planning. 

• Explain the financial planning life cycle. 

• Discuss the advantages of a college education in meeting short- and long-term financial goals. 

• Explain compound interest and the time value of money. 

• Discuss the value of getting an early start on your plans for saving. 

The World of Personal Credit 

Do you sometimes wonder where your money goes? Do you worry about how you’ll pay off your student loans? 

Would you like to buy a new car or even a home someday and you’re not sure where you’ll get the money? If 

these questions seem familiar to you, you could benefit from help in managing your personal finances, which 

this chapter will seek to provide. 

Let’s say that you’re 28 and single. You have a good 

education and a good job—you’re pulling down 

$60,000 working with a local accounting firm. You 

have $6,000 in a retirement savings account, and you 

carry three credit cards. You plan to buy a condo in 

two or three years, and you want to take your dream 

trip to the world’s hottest surfing spots within five 

years. Your only big worry is the fact that you’re 

$70,000 in debt, due to student loans, your car loan, 

and credit card debt. In fact, even though you’ve been 

gainfully employed for a total of six years now, you 

haven’t been able to make a dent in that $70,000. You 

can afford the necessities of life and then some, but you’ve occasionally wondered if you’re ever going to have 

enough income to put something toward that debt.
1 

Now let’s suppose that while browsing through a magazine in the doctor’s office, you run across a short 

personal-finances self-help quiz. There are six questions: 
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Figure 18.2: Financial Quiz 

You took the quiz and answered with a B or C to a few questions, and are thereby informed that you’re probably 

jeopardizing your entire financial future. 

Personal-finances experts tend to utilize the types of questions on the quiz: if you answered B or C to any of 

the first three questions, you have a problem with splurging; if any questions from four through six got a B or 

C, your monthly bills are too high for your income. 
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Building a Good Credit Rating 

So, you have a financial problem. According to the quick test you took, you splurge and your bills are too high 

for your income. If you get in over your head and can’t make your loan or rent payments on time, you risk 

hurting your credit rating—your ability to borrow in the future. 

How do potential lenders decide whether you’re a good or bad credit risk? If you’re a poor credit risk, how 

does this affect your ability to borrow, or the rate of interest you have to pay? Whenever you use credit, 

those from whom you borrow (retailers, credit card companies, banks) provide information on your debt and 

payment habits to three national credit bureaus: Equifax, Experian, and TransUnion. The credit bureaus use 

the information to compile a numerical credit score, called a FICO score; it ranges from 300–850, with the 

majority of people falling in the 600–700 range. In compiling the score, the credit bureaus consider five criteria: 

payment history—paying your bills on time (the most important), total amount owed, length of your credit 
history, amount of new credit you have, and types of credit you use. The credit bureaus share their score and 

other information about your credit history with their subscribers.
2 

Figure 18.3: FICO Credit Score Range 

So what does this do for you? It depends. If you pay your bills on time and don’t borrow too heavily, you’d likely 

have a high FICO score and lenders would like you, probably giving you reasonable interest rates on the loans 

you requested. But if your FICO score is low, lenders won’t likely lend you money (or would lend it to you at high 

interest rates). A low FICO score can even affect your chances of renting an apartment or landing a particular 

job. So it’s very important that you do everything possible to earn and maintain a high credit score. 

As a young person, though, how do you build a credit history that will give you a high FICO score? Based 

on feedback from several financial experts, Emily Starbuck Gerson and Jeremy Simon of CreditCards.com 

compiled the list in Figure 18.4 of ways students can build good credit.
3 
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Figure 18.4: How to Build Good Credit as a Student 

If you meet the qualifications to obtain your own credit card, look for a card with a low interest rate and no 

annual fee. 
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Check Your Understanding with an Online Quiz 

https://pressbooks.lib.vt.edu/fundamentalsofbusiness3e/?p=183 

Secured vs. Unsecured Credit 

On some types of loans, the lender (likely a bank) will require the borrower to offer collateral in order to be 

approved for the loan. Anyone who has taken out a car loan or bought a house using a mortgage loan has likely 

pledged the car or the home as a way to ensure the bank that they will be repaid—if the borrower fails to repay, 

the bank can repossess the car or foreclose on the house, taking ownership of it temporarily and reselling it 

in order to recover the amount of the loan. In these cases, the car or the house serve as collateral—security 

pledged to the lender in order to make it more likely that the amount of the loan will be repaid. Loans that 

involve this type of security are referred to as secured loans or secured credit. 

Not all types of loans involve collateral. For example, many families take out student loans when their children 

go off to college. Credit cards are a form of loan as well. Neither case involves collateral; the lender makes the 

loans based, at least in part, on the credit worthiness of the borrower. When no collateral is involved, the loans 

are called unsecured. Since the bank takes more risk in lending when no collateral can be pledged, unsecured 

loans will often require higher interest rates in order for it to be worth the bank taking the risk in making this 

type of loan. 

A Few More Words about Debt 

What should you do to turn things around—to start getting out of debt? According to many experts, you need 

to take two steps: 

1. Cut up your credit cards and start living on a cash-only basis. 

2. Do whatever you can to bring down your monthly bills. 

Although credit cards can be an important way to build a credit rating, many people simply lack the financial 

discipline to handle them well. If you see yourself in that statement, then moving to a pay-as-you go basis, i.e., 

cash or debit card only, may be for you. Be honest with yourself; if you can’t handle credit, then don’t use it. 

Bringing Down Those Monthly Bills 

So what can you can to bring down your monthly bills? If you want to take a gradual approach, one financial 

planner suggests that you perform the following “exercises” for one week:
4 
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Figure 18.5: These Can Really 
Add Up Quickly! 

• Keep a written record of everything you spend and total it at week’s end. 

• Keep all your ATM receipts and count up the fees. 

• Take $100 out of the bank and don’t spend a penny more. 

• Avoid gourmet coffee shops. 

You’ll probably be surprised at how much of your money can quickly become somebody else’s money. If, for 

example, you spend $3 every day for one cup of coffee at a coffee shop, you’re laying out nearly $1,100 a year 

just for coffee. If you use your ATM card at a bank other than your own, you’ll probably be charged a fee that 

can be as high as $3. The average person pays more than $60 a year in ATM fees. If you withdraw cash from an 

ATM twice a week, you could be racking up $300 in annual fees.
5
 Another idea—eat out as a reward, not as a 

rule. A sandwich or leftovers from home can be just as tasty and can save you $6 to $10 a day, even more than 

our number for coffee! In 2013, the website DailyWorth asked three women to try to cut their spending in half. 

After tracking her spending, one participant discovered that she had spent $175 eating out in just one week; do 

that for a year and you’d spend over $9,000!
6
 If you think your cable bill is too high, consider alternatives like 

PlaystationVue or Sling. Changing channels is a bit different, but the savings can be substantial. 

You may or may not be among the American consumers who buy 35 million cans 

of Bud Light each day, or 150,000 pounds of Starbucks coffee, or 2.4 million Burger 

King hamburgers. Yours may not be one of the 70 percent of US households with 

an unopened consumer-electronics product lying around.
7
 Bottom line: If at age 

28 you have a good education and a good job, a $60,000 income, and a $70,000 

debt (by no means an implausible scenario) there’s a very good reason why you 

should think hard about controlling your debt. Your level of indebtedness will be a 

key factor in your ability—or inability—to reach your long-term financial goals, 

such as home ownership, a dream trip, and, perhaps most importantly, a 

reasonably comfortable retirement. 

Financial Planning 

Before we go any further, we need to nail down a couple of key concepts. First, just what, exactly, do we 

mean by personal finances? Finance itself concerns the flow of money from one place to another, and your 

personal finances concern your money and what you plan to do with it as it flows in and out of your possession. 

Essentially, then, personal finance is the application of financial principles to the monetary decisions that you 

make either for your individual benefit or for that of your family. 

Second, as we suggested earlier, monetary decisions work out much more beneficially when they’re planned 

rather than improvised. Thus our emphasis on financial planning—the ongoing process of managing your 

personal finances in order to meet goals that you’ve set for yourself or your family. 

Financial planning requires you to address several questions, some of them relatively simple: 

• What’s my annual income? 

• How much debt do I have, and what are my monthly payments on that debt? 
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Others will require some investigation and calculation: 

• What’s the value of my assets? 

• How can I best budget my annual income? 

Still others will require some forethought and forecasting: 

• How much wealth can I expect to accumulate during my working lifetime? 

• How much money will I need when I retire? 

The Financial Planning Life Cycle 

Another question that you might ask yourself—and certainly would do if you worked with a professional in 

financial planning—is, “How will my financial plans change over the course of my life?” Figure 18.6 illustrates the 

financial life cycle of a typical individual—one whose financial outlook and likely outcomes are probably a lot like 

yours.
8
 As you can see, our diagram divides this individual’s life into three stages, each of which is characterized 

by different life events (such as beginning a family, buying a home, planning an estate, retiring). 

Figure 18.6: The Financial Life Cycle 
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At each stage, there are recommended changes in the focus of the individual’s financial planning: 

• Stage 1 focuses on building wealth. 

• Stage 2 shifts the focus to the process of preserving and increasing wealth that one has accumulated and 

continues to accumulate. 

• In Stage 3, the focus turns to the process of living on (and, if possible, continuing to grow) one’s saved 

wealth after retirement. 

At each stage, of course, complications can set in—changes in such conditions as marital or employment status 

or in the overall economic outlook, for example. Finally, as you can also see, your financial needs will probably 

peak somewhere in stage 2, at approximately age 55, or 10 years before typical retirement age. 

Check Your Understanding with an Online Quiz 

https://pressbooks.lib.vt.edu/fundamentalsofbusiness3e/?p=183 

Choosing a Career 

Until you’re on your own and working, you’re probably living on your parents’ wealth right now. In our 

hypothetical life cycle, financial planning begins in the individual’s early 20s. If that seems like rushing things, 

consider a basic fact of life: this is the age at which you’ll be choosing your career—not only the sort of work 

you want to do during your prime income-generating years, but also the kind of lifestyle you want to live. What 

about college? Most readers of this book, of course, have decided to go to college. If you haven’t yet decided, 

you need to know that college is an extremely good investment of both money and time. 

Figure 18.7 summarizes the findings of a study conducted by the US Census Bureau.
9
 A quick review shows 

that people who graduate from high school can expect to enjoy average annual earnings about 28 percent 

higher than those of people who don’t, and those who go on to finish college can expect to generate 76 percent 

more annual income than high school graduates who didn’t attend college. Over the course of the financial life 

cycle, families headed by those college graduates will earn about $1.6 million more
10

 than families headed by 

high school graduates. (With better access to health care—and, studies show, with better dietary and health 

practices—college graduates will also live longer. And so will their children.)
11 
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Figure 18.7: Average Earnings by Education Level 

Education Average 
income 

Percentage increase over previous 
level 

High school dropout $30,612 – 

High school diploma $41,829 37% 

Associate’s degree $49,966 20% 

Bachelor’s degree $73,880 48% 

Master’s degree $87,570  19% 

Doctorate degree $125,331 43% 

Professional degree $150,215 20% 

What about the student-loan debt that so many people accumulate? For every $1 that you spend on your college 

education, you can expect to earn about $35 during the course of your financial life cycle.
12

 At that rate of 

return, you should be able to pay off your student loans (unless, of course, you fail to practice reasonable 

financial planning). 

Naturally, there are exceptions to these average outcomes. You’ll find some college graduates stocking 

shelves at 7-Eleven, and you’ll find college dropouts running multibillion-dollar enterprises. Microsoft 

cofounder Bill Gates dropped out of college after two years, as did his founding partner, Paul Allen. Though 

exceptions to rules (and average outcomes) certainly can be found, they fall far short of disproving them: in 

entrepreneurship as in most other walks of adult life, the better your education, the more promising your 

financial future. One expert in the field puts the case for the average person bluntly: educational credentials 

“are about being employable, becoming a legitimate candidate for a job with a future. They are about climbing 

out of the dead-end job market.”
13 

Time Is Money 

The fact that you have to choose a career at an early stage in your financial life cycle isn’t the only reason 

that you need to start early on your financial planning. Let’s assume, for instance, that it’s your eighteenth 

birthday and that on this day you take possession of $10,000 that your grandparents put in trust for you. 

You could, of course, spend it; in particular, it would probably cover the cost of flight training for a private 

pilot’s license—something you’ve always wanted but were convinced that you couldn’t afford right away. Your 

grandfather, of course, suggests that you put it into some kind of savings account. If you just wait until you 

finish college, he says, and if you can find a savings plan that pays 5 percent interest, you’ll have the $10,000 

plus about another $2,000 for something else or to invest. 

The total amount you’ll have—$12,000—piques your interest. If that $10,000 could turn itself into $12,000 after 

sitting around for four years, what would it be worth if you actually held on to it until you did retire—say, at age 

65? A quick trip to the Internet to find a compound-interest calculator informs you that, 47 years later, your 

$10,000 will have grown to $104,345 (assuming a 5 percent interest rate). That’s not really enough for retirement 

on, but it would be a good start. On the other hand, what if that four years in college had paid off the way you 
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planned, so that once you get a good job you’re able to add, say, another $10,000 to your retirement savings 

account every year until age 65? At that rate, you’ll have amassed a nice little nest egg of slightly more than $1.6 

million. 

Compound Interest 

In your efforts to appreciate the potential of your $10,000 to multiply itself, you have acquainted yourself with 

two of the most important concepts in finance. As we’ve already indicated, one is the principle of compound 

interest, which refers to the effect of earning interest on your interest. 

Let’s say, for example, that you take your grandfather’s advice and invest your $10,000 (your principal) in a 

savings account at an annual interest rate of 5 percent. Over the course of the first year, your investment will 

earn $500 in interest and grow to $10,500. If you now reinvest the entire $10,500 at the same 5 percent annual 

rate, you’ll earn another $525 in interest, giving you a total investment at the end of year 2 of $11,025. And so 

forth. And that’s how you can end up with $81,496.67 at age 65. 

Time Value of Money 

You’ve also encountered the principle of the time value of money—the principle whereby a dollar received in the 

present is worth more than a dollar received in the future. If there’s one thing that we’ve stressed throughout 

this chapter so far, it’s the fact that most people prefer to consume now rather than in the future. If you borrow 

money from me, it’s because you can’t otherwise buy something that you want at the present time. If I lend it 

to you, I must forego my opportunity to purchase something I want at the present time. I will do so only if I can 

get some compensation for making that sacrifice, and that’s why I’m going to charge you interest. And you’re 

going to pay the interest because you need the money to buy what you want to buy now. How much interest 

should we agree on? In theory, it could be just enough to cover the cost of my lost opportunity, but there are, 

of course, other factors. Inflation, for example, will have eroded the value of my money by the time I get it back 

from you. In addition, while I would be taking no risk in loaning money to the US government, I am taking a risk 

in lending it to you. Our agreed-on rate will reflect such factors.
14 

Finally, the time value of money principle also states that a dollar received today starts earning interest 

sooner than one received tomorrow. Let’s say, for example, that you receive $2,000 in cash gifts when you 

graduate from college. At age 23, with your college degree in hand, you get a decent job and don’t have an 

immediate need for that $2,000. So you put it into an account that pays 10 percent compounded and you add 

another $2,000 ($167 per month) to your account every year for the next 11 years.
15

 The blue line in Figure 18.8 

graphs how much your account will earn each year and how much money you’ll have at certain ages between 

24 and 67. 

As you can see, you’d have nearly $52,000 at age 36 and a little more than $196,000 at age 50; at age 67 you’d 

be just a bit short of $1 million. The yellow line in the graph shows what you’d have if you hadn’t started saving 

$2,000 a year until you were age 36. As you can also see, you’d have a respectable sum at age 67, but less than 
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half of what you would have accumulated by starting at age 23. More important, even to accumulate that much, 

you’d have to add $2,000 per year for a total of 32 years, not just 12. 

Here’s another way of looking at the same principle. Suppose that you’re 20 years old, don’t have $2,000, and 

don’t want to attend college full-time. You are, however, a hard worker and a conscientious saver, and one of 

your financial goals is to accumulate a $1 million retirement nest egg. As a matter of fact, if you can put $33 a 

month into an account that pays 12 percent interest compounded,
16

 you can have your $1 million by age 67. That 

is, if you start at age 20. As you can see from Figure 18.9, if you wait until you’re 21 to start saving, you’ll need $37 

a month. If you wait until you’re 30, you’ll have to save $109 a month, and if you procrastinate until you’re 40, the 

ante goes up to $366 a month.
17

 Unfortunately in today’s low interest rate environment, finding 10–12 percent 

return is not likely. Nevertheless, these figures illustrate the significant benefit of saving early. 

Figure 18.8: The Power of Compound Interest 

The reason should be fairly obvious: a dollar saved today not only starts earning interest sooner than one saved 

tomorrow (or 10 years from now) but also can ultimately earn a lot more money in the long run. Starting early 

means in your 20s—early in stage 1 of your financial life cycle. As one well-known financial advisor puts it, “If 

you’re in your 20s and you haven’t yet learned how to delay gratification, your life is likely to be a constant 

financial struggle.”
18 
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Figure 18.9: What Does It Take to Save a Million Dollars? 

How to save a million dollars by age 67 

Make your 
first payment at age: 

And this is what you’ll have to 
save each month: 

20 $33 

21 $42 

23 $47 

24 $53 

25 $60 

26 $67 

27 $76 

28 $85 

30 $109 

35 $199 

40 $366 

50 $1,319 

60 $6,253 

Suppose you want to save or invest—do you know how or where to do so? You probably know that your branch 

bank can open a savings account for you, but interest rates on such accounts can be pretty unattractive. 

Investing in individual stocks or bonds can be risky, and usually require a level of funds available that most 

students don’t have. In those cases, mutual funds can be quite interesting. A mutual fund is a professionally 

managed investment program in which shareholders buy into a group of diversified holdings, such as stocks 

and bonds. Companies like Vanguard and Fidelity offer a range of investment options including indexed 

funds, which track with well-known indices such as the Standard & Poors 500, a.k.a. the S&P 500. Minimum 

investment levels in such funds can actually be within the reach of many students, and the funds accept 

electronic transfers to make investing more convenient. One key to keep in mind when investing is 

diversification—a fancy way of saying not to put all your eggs in one basket. We’ll leave a more detailed 

discussion of investment vehicles to your more advanced courses. 

 

Check Your Understanding with an Online Quiz 

https://pressbooks.lib.vt.edu/fundamentalsofbusiness3e/?p=183 

Chapter Video 
If you ask graduates who came before you what they wish they had known when they were first out of school, 

many would probably say, “how to handle my personal finances.” While these two videos and this chapter won’t 

make you financially literate, hopefully they will whet your appetite to learn more. 
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To view this video, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToyLXa0ULaM 

To view this video, visit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pysohj7GsBI 

Key Takeaways 

• Credit worthiness is measured by the FICO score—or credit rating—which can range from 

300–850. The average ranges from 680–719. 

• To maintain a satisfactory score, pay your bills on time, borrow only when necessary, and pay in 

full whenever you do borrow. 

• Eighty-one percent of financial planners recommend eating out less as a way to reduce your 

expenses. 

• Personal finance is the application of financial principles to the monetary decisions that you 

make. 

• Financial planning is the ongoing process of managing your personal finances in order to meet 

your goals, which vary by stage of life. 

• Time value of money is the principle that a dollar received in the present is worth more than a 

dollar received in the future due to its potential to earn interest. 

• Compound interest refers to the effect of earning interest on your interest. It is a powerful way 

to accumulate wealth. 
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